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8.3.(1)2019  Jordbro Sweden 

To wise, capable and loving officials of PTS (Post ö TeleStyrelsen), Sweden 

On PTS public meetings on Swedish frequency plan. 

Ditta´s and Leif´s of Godland orders  

to lay down the ongoing Systemic, Electromagnetic and Biochemical Attack Weapons 

as well as to Convert National State Reparations from the only legitimate money base –  

- Oxa of World Indigenous Runes (WIR) instead of petroleum/gold/silver-  

and to inforce Indigenous Decentralisation of all nations occupying totalitarian 

Bilderberger corporate forces, including IMF, BIS, IBM and armies of NATO, China, Russia 

etc 

to restore during quiet Depopulation Wars of 3rd WW dismantled nation states 

and to establish indigenous rulers might 

to restore and protect all creation of the Earth. 

 

By acquiring tools provided here through Your rights to be protected by indigenous rulers You will 

step out of the extinction-trap by undeclared war jurisdiction enforcing 5G plans of money and 

courts totally controlled by fascist IBM, IMF, UNIDROIT and BIS corporations unverified and 

invalidated rulers who are now completing the transition from fake digital petrodollar money VISA 

cards to block-chain chips connected to the global 5G electromagnetic weapons grid that will 

finalise total bio-robotisation of humanity for hunger game electric executions of unprecedented 

scale of evil. 
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75 % of Europes people and 84 % in North America have been conditioned to move into cities 

(http://www.worldometers.info/world-population/) where they are being exterminated with the 

globally ongoing, by Bilderbergers since 1954 mastered, 3rd World War of indirect weapons matrix of 

depopulation mass destruction that are induced by militarized fake health protection agencies, 

religions, governments and banking networks that through digitalization are totally controlled by 

Devil himself (fr 3rd demonic dimension). Depopulation matrix 

http://www.bsrrw.org/protection/population/ is here replaced by re-population tools of Godland. 

The way out of this prison planet death camp is provided in this text and on www.LoveOrder.INFO  

On PTS public meetings on Swedish 5G frequency plan. 

5G is military technology and its enrolement is a global project driven by military industrial 

complex that totally neglects the obvious health damaging effects of 2-4G and inforces this 

depopulation technology on population that is deceived by its governments that are controled by 

the international syndicates.  

ICNIRP is a by military industrial complex controled private organisation that is enforcing its health 

damage underestimating Radiation Frequency risk modeling assumptions on all life systems on 

Earth, through so called national health protection agencies that have been corporatised and stolen 

from the nations. The global corrution has been achieved due to war economy conceptual base of 

humanities administrative structure that  furthermore is exposed to structural monetary deception 

by private FED that now is being forced to transform into blockchain money , digitally programmed 

by private controllers of IBM – administraters of concentration camps of 2nd World War are 

administering now the digital global prison planet. 

Digital blockchain money enforcement is totally dependent on 5G enrollement as blockchains will 

be attached to chipped humans, who will be focust on the digital marketing harvest plantations and 

through RF induced neuropsykosis have already forgotten their National and Indigenous Rights 

while they are low-cooked, sterilised and exterminated by RF induced whole spectrum of deseases. 

Global telecommunication industry has not even conducted epidemiological health studies on the 

devastating health and social infrastructure efects of 2G,3G, 4G and 4,5 G technology grid, but is 

imposing radicall more dangerous 5G technologies in a manner that can not described otherwise 

than  - a war attack through electromagnetic weaponry grid.  

All of this is unlawfull and illegal to national constitution jurisdiction. But the global corporations 

have abolished national states and IBM is even marketing IBM citisenship now. 

5G is global military technology and its enrolement is a global project driven by military industrial 

complex that totally neglects the obvious health effects of 2-4G and inforces this depopulation 

technology. It started when In April 2008 NASA partnered with GEOFF brown and machine to 

machine intelligence (M2Mi) corp to develop 5G communication technology, In an article by the 

EMF guru consultancy in the UK dated march 13 2017, titled : 5G telecom radiation the perfect tool 

http://www.worldometers.info/world-population/
http://www.bsrrw.org/protection/population/
http://www.loveorder.info/
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to mass modify human brain waves waking times, he stated that the FCC works purely on behalf of 

the telecoms industries in granting them access to the airwaves no more and no less. PTS is an 

analog of FCC in Sweden. 

Therefore we are reminding of humanities right to indigenous jurisdiction and by indigenous 

controled money base – every human is a base for humans basic income, not by US controled 

private petroildollar, gold or silver. No money is legal if it is not approved by indigenous peoples 

and their protectors. 

We demand all of the corporations and agencies involved in this 5G enforcement process turned to 

be verified and validated by representatives of National Governments and Indigenous World Order 

of Godland to install Indigenous Decentralisation of these corporations that have become 

uncivilised immortal giants who have stolen all might of the civilisation to kill humanity by making 

it infertile etc through elektromagnetic weapons. 

Even representatives of National Governments are now mind controled by the giants and have to be 

verified and validated by the indigenous people of any local area and preferably should have no 

corruption creating income in by IMF, BIS and IBM controled currencies. As all the flows of money 

are now controled by the MASTERCARD VISA digital deception Artificial Intelligence - humanity is 

in a digital megatrap, in the iron fist of Artificial Intelligence programs of IBM computers.   

Therefore to humanity loyal indigenous decentralisers of NWO corporations can, by the laws of 

Indigenous Vedas casts, only be the very modest ones, and have to achieve a possition of total 

uncorruption – either by being on modest pension or social security income etc withdrawing from 

the corrupt corporate welfare incomes. 

Ongoing 4G technology health damaging attack by Telia and others on millions of clients. 

1) all electromagnetic radiation risk assessments are made based on the corrupt ICNIRP RF safety 

model. Basic RF Safety Standard of ECRR, that assesses the risks proved in 2 cancer studies, is 

ignored. 

2) DECT function is activated in all modems without signing an agreement with client on use of 

DECT devices and without informing clients on such radiation emitions fr DECT. DECT produces 

electro magnetic radiation up to 10 x stronger than WIFI and it cant be switched of fr the panel as 

WIFI can be. The client has no idea they are exposed to this radiation still even if they have 

switched of WIFI. 

Licensing of use of RF electromagnetic radiation emitting devices is urgently necessary as 

technology is used in illiterate manner though it has dual function and beyond being 

communications system it is even a weapons network.  

2-5G grid using weapon systems 
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a) International global digital networking for elimination of cash money to impose blockchain 

control grid network weapon https://www.euronews.com/2018/10/31/5g-blockchain-and-iot-

the-future-of-telecommunication  

b) 5G can activate Active Denial System technology wherever installed 

https://forbiddenknowledgetv.net/active-denial-system-5g-radiation-weapon/ 

c) Total prison like surveillance technology   https://prophecyinvestigators.org/5g-ai-

microwave-weapons-and-the-new-world-order-internet-of-things/  

d) 4G Mind Control systems.  Microwave Voice-To-Skull Technology, police force communica-

tions TETRA https://steemit.com/conspiracy/@debzd/can-they-use-5g-technology-for-

mind-control   

e) Systemic deterioration of mental health effects weapons  

https://www.defendershield.com/emf-exposure-depression-anxiety-mental-health-issues  

f) Debilitating effects causing RF weapons 

https://solveig21miljoblogg.wordpress.com/socialstyrelsen-statistik/r40-r46-nedsatt-

intellektuell-funktion/  

g) Proven electromagnetic frequency health hazard 24/7 weapons 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2542519618302213?via%3Dihub  

h) Insekts and birds harming weapons 

https://solveig21miljoblogg.wordpress.com/insektsdoden/getingar/  

i) Atmosferic modification weapons  https://solveig21miljoblogg.wordpress.com/ny-

teknik/elektromagnetiska-experiment-i-atmosfaren-och-geoingineering/  

j) Direct electromagnetic weapons (DEW) used in California so called wild fires 

http://www.ausairpower.net/dew-ebomb.html  

k) LightFi – LIFI weapons  https://www.rockwellautomation.com/en_IL/news/automation-

today/detail.page?pagetitle=LED-Lighting%3A-Industrial-Automation%E2%80%99s-Secret-

Weapon&content_type=magazine&docid=bdb7fd76a489e19445c0fe4bd8f5ff0d  

l) In Sweden established ionospheric global heater HAARP weather and seismic weapons LOIS 

and EISCAT are empowered further with 3-5G  networks https://climateviewer.com/haarp/  

m) And lots and lots of other harmful weapons 

Indigenous Decentralisation of structures engaged in electromagnetic war crimes against 

citisens of state Kingdom of Sweden and all other European countries  

Following Duns and Bradstreet and Siccode international business corporations are found guilty of 

driving forward electricution and low-cooking of humanity: 

1) SSM    

https://www.stralsakerhetsmyndigheten.se/contentassets/1151db51ecf749bfbc38a520706b82c

f/informationsmote-och-samrad-om-5g-181219.pdf  

2) FOLKHÄLSOMYNDIGHETEN  no hits on 5G, but gives acceptance to SSM 19.12.18 

3) REGERINGSKANSLIET https://www.regeringen.se/artiklar/2019/03/ny-hallbar-

exportsatsning-over-hela-landet/  

https://www.euronews.com/2018/10/31/5g-blockchain-and-iot-the-future-of-telecommunication
https://www.euronews.com/2018/10/31/5g-blockchain-and-iot-the-future-of-telecommunication
https://forbiddenknowledgetv.net/active-denial-system-5g-radiation-weapon/
https://prophecyinvestigators.org/5g-ai-microwave-weapons-and-the-new-world-order-internet-of-things/
https://prophecyinvestigators.org/5g-ai-microwave-weapons-and-the-new-world-order-internet-of-things/
https://steemit.com/conspiracy/@debzd/can-they-use-5g-technology-for-mind-control
https://steemit.com/conspiracy/@debzd/can-they-use-5g-technology-for-mind-control
https://www.defendershield.com/emf-exposure-depression-anxiety-mental-health-issues
https://solveig21miljoblogg.wordpress.com/socialstyrelsen-statistik/r40-r46-nedsatt-intellektuell-funktion/
https://solveig21miljoblogg.wordpress.com/socialstyrelsen-statistik/r40-r46-nedsatt-intellektuell-funktion/
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2542519618302213?via%3Dihub
https://solveig21miljoblogg.wordpress.com/insektsdoden/getingar/
https://solveig21miljoblogg.wordpress.com/ny-teknik/elektromagnetiska-experiment-i-atmosfaren-och-geoingineering/
https://solveig21miljoblogg.wordpress.com/ny-teknik/elektromagnetiska-experiment-i-atmosfaren-och-geoingineering/
http://www.ausairpower.net/dew-ebomb.html
https://www.rockwellautomation.com/en_IL/news/automation-today/detail.page?pagetitle=LED-Lighting%3A-Industrial-Automation%E2%80%99s-Secret-Weapon&content_type=magazine&docid=bdb7fd76a489e19445c0fe4bd8f5ff0d
https://www.rockwellautomation.com/en_IL/news/automation-today/detail.page?pagetitle=LED-Lighting%3A-Industrial-Automation%E2%80%99s-Secret-Weapon&content_type=magazine&docid=bdb7fd76a489e19445c0fe4bd8f5ff0d
https://www.rockwellautomation.com/en_IL/news/automation-today/detail.page?pagetitle=LED-Lighting%3A-Industrial-Automation%E2%80%99s-Secret-Weapon&content_type=magazine&docid=bdb7fd76a489e19445c0fe4bd8f5ff0d
https://climateviewer.com/haarp/
https://www.stralsakerhetsmyndigheten.se/contentassets/1151db51ecf749bfbc38a520706b82cf/informationsmote-och-samrad-om-5g-181219.pdf
https://www.stralsakerhetsmyndigheten.se/contentassets/1151db51ecf749bfbc38a520706b82cf/informationsmote-och-samrad-om-5g-181219.pdf
https://www.regeringen.se/artiklar/2019/03/ny-hallbar-exportsatsning-over-hela-landet/
https://www.regeringen.se/artiklar/2019/03/ny-hallbar-exportsatsning-over-hela-landet/
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4) IBM  https://www.ibm.com/industries?lnk=hmmin  

5) ICNIRP  https://www.icnirp.org/en/applications/dect/index.html  

6) PTS  https://pts.se/sv/bransch/radio/5g/  

7) BEREC         

https://www.berec.europa.eu/eng/document_register/subject_matter/berec/reports/8314-

berec-report-on-practices-on-spectrum-authorization-and-award-procedures-and-on-

coverage-obligations-with-a-view-to-considering-their-suitability-to-5g  

8) EC   https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/5g-europe-action-plan  

9) EP  http://www.europarl.europa.eu/news/en/press-room/20180605IPR05051/eu-telecoms-

deal-fees-on-calls-across-eu-capped-by-2019-and-5g-network-by-2020  

10) HANDELSHÖGSKOLAN    https://www.hhs.se/en/about-us/history/   

https://www.hhs.se/contentassets/ed42433d9acc46da8da0dff0a3751697/chasing-the-tale-of-

the-unicorn-a-study-of-stockholms-misty-meadows.pdf  

11) RIKSBANKEN https://www.riksbank.se/sv/om-riksbanken/riksbankens-uppdrag/  

12) BIS  https://www.bis.org/review/r181220l.pdf  

13) IMF  https://www.imf.org/external/spring/2017/mmedia/view.aspx?vid=5406072564001  

ITU https://www.itu.int/en/about/Pages/default.aspx  

15) All telecom operators , in Sweden Telia, Telenor, Tele2, 3    

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_mobile_network_operators#By_region  

16) MASTERCARD https://www.pymnts.com/news/security-and-risk/2018/mastercard-

microsoft-digital-identity-verification/  

17) All Swedish and other corporatized municipalities with health protection duties 

http://www.stockholm.se/PageFiles/1368426/Bilaga-1-Strategi-for-en-smart-och-

uppkopplad-stad-Stockholms-stad.pdf  

No sign of legitimate national and indigenous power engaged in decision processes on 5G  

1. Strålskyddsstiftelsen etc   

2. indigenous societies and indigenous rulers 

3. societies of citisens of state Kingdom of Sweden, that has been dismantled through corpo-

ratization and digitalization processes and privatized by Deep State of EU stake holders. 

The cinical injustice of immunity of the 5G enforcement structur agency responsibles  

Telecommunications engineer in Australia realized that this is RF war already 2012 and expressed 

the proportionate measures of protection to dismantle people´s life threatening technologies - with 

a tank, but was jailed and sentenced to 20 months due to corrupt and mind controlled (by 4G)  

justice system https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0TiOx7_DVj0 

Due to already established 4G Mind Control systems of masses and overtaken government 

administration and corporatized agencies, most of the public infrastructure is under control of 

Goldman Sachs and Rothschild banker mafias, and it is hard work to protect local communities fr 

the electrocuting technology enforcement. The informed brave humans are facing unproportional 

https://www.ibm.com/industries?lnk=hmmin
https://www.icnirp.org/en/applications/dect/index.html
https://pts.se/sv/bransch/radio/5g/
https://www.berec.europa.eu/eng/document_register/subject_matter/berec/reports/8314-berec-report-on-practices-on-spectrum-authorization-and-award-procedures-and-on-coverage-obligations-with-a-view-to-considering-their-suitability-to-5g
https://www.berec.europa.eu/eng/document_register/subject_matter/berec/reports/8314-berec-report-on-practices-on-spectrum-authorization-and-award-procedures-and-on-coverage-obligations-with-a-view-to-considering-their-suitability-to-5g
https://www.berec.europa.eu/eng/document_register/subject_matter/berec/reports/8314-berec-report-on-practices-on-spectrum-authorization-and-award-procedures-and-on-coverage-obligations-with-a-view-to-considering-their-suitability-to-5g
https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/5g-europe-action-plan
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/news/en/press-room/20180605IPR05051/eu-telecoms-deal-fees-on-calls-across-eu-capped-by-2019-and-5g-network-by-2020
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/news/en/press-room/20180605IPR05051/eu-telecoms-deal-fees-on-calls-across-eu-capped-by-2019-and-5g-network-by-2020
https://www.hhs.se/en/about-us/history/
https://www.hhs.se/contentassets/ed42433d9acc46da8da0dff0a3751697/chasing-the-tale-of-the-unicorn-a-study-of-stockholms-misty-meadows.pdf
https://www.hhs.se/contentassets/ed42433d9acc46da8da0dff0a3751697/chasing-the-tale-of-the-unicorn-a-study-of-stockholms-misty-meadows.pdf
https://www.riksbank.se/sv/om-riksbanken/riksbankens-uppdrag/
https://www.bis.org/review/r181220l.pdf
https://www.imf.org/external/spring/2017/mmedia/view.aspx?vid=5406072564001
https://www.itu.int/en/about/Pages/default.aspx
https://www.itu.int/en/about/Pages/default.aspx
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_mobile_network_operators#By_region
https://www.pymnts.com/news/security-and-risk/2018/mastercard-microsoft-digital-identity-verification/
https://www.pymnts.com/news/security-and-risk/2018/mastercard-microsoft-digital-identity-verification/
http://www.stockholm.se/PageFiles/1368426/Bilaga-1-Strategi-for-en-smart-och-uppkopplad-stad-Stockholms-stad.pdf
http://www.stockholm.se/PageFiles/1368426/Bilaga-1-Strategi-for-en-smart-och-uppkopplad-stad-Stockholms-stad.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0TiOx7_DVj0
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resistance to remain the housing environment of the citisens without RF weapons installation. 

People are left without possibilities to protect themselves though they are in the electromagnetic 

war and under attack. 

And the responsible officers for these plans of reorganization of local communities into electrifying 

death camps are totally protected by immunities – EC, EP, BEREC, all business corporations 

pretending to be governments, etc 

These 5G technologies are the perfectly planned weapons of mass destruction, with no 

responsibilities for the mass murderers of this Bilderberger and Jesuit  3rd World War, who have 

massacered 500 million Europeans during the previous century totally unmasked and preserving 

their diplomatic immunities. 

Extinction war attack of total depopulation of Earth 

Extinction war attack waged by Bilderbergers to depopulate Earth to 500 million people is ongoing 

since 1954 through agreed hidden mass murder through Silent Weapons for Quiet Wars 

(http://www.stopthecrime.net/docs/SILENT%20WEAPONS%20for%20QUIET%20WARS.pdf ) and 

it can by human error accidents exterminate all milliards of people within a couple of decades. The 

areas of indigenous cradle peoples are being prioritized, to massacre the divine welfare sharing 

peoples first, to force the rest to submit to the coming block-chain chips induced by IBM and IMF 

fascist syndicates. Replacement races are already installed through migration war waves since the 

active migration war attack escalated 2011. 

Directly covert warfare is ongoing in more than these 9 extreme areas with common solution: 

1. Undeclared Bilderberger quiet 3rd World War by privatization of states and covert depopula-

tion means. Bilderberger private corporatization of national states of public good into Bild-

erberger private business syndicates that are usually named identical to the names of the 

dismantled national states though in capital letters, as the privatised business corporation 

KINGDOM OF SWEDEN for example that is run through the overtaken business syndicate 

REGERINGSKANSLIET. States have now been made private businesses of Farnese, Roth-

schilds, Rockefellers and 10 other black nobility families . Insanity, treason or hostage posi-

tion of all 6000 by Bilderbergers conditioned  government leaders and countless judges  who 

are working in Bilderberger network business corporations of Roman, Jewish, Sharia, Chi-

nese etc  law that commit treason and use black Satanist magic through forcefully imposed 

banking and jurisdiction, while pretending to be working for people, while they are working 

for the black nobility narcissists, reaching their goals to mass murder the citizens and steel 

all of their wealth. This has been going on only due to the lack of indigenous courts and rul-

ers, due to the systemic quiet massacre and forced conversions of all indigenous peoples and 

unlawfull refusal to acknowledge indigenous rights.  

This type of Bilderberger silent war, conditioning all governments, has no declared 

war jurisdiction and citisens are therefore not capable to protect themselves and their 

http://www.stopthecrime.net/docs/SILENT%20WEAPONS%20for%20QUIET%20WARS.pdf
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states as citizen combat against the mass-murderers is met with  criminal charges against 

the victims instead of the war waging guile murderers, terrorists, thieves and slaveholders.  

Who will take back control of corporate war business companies pretending to be peaceful 

municipalities and states into control of real and true National state authorities  - 

indigenous courts will. F ex in Sweden all National organisations are reregistered in 

Monarchy State Sweden ruled by the indigenous konn Leif I (www.MSS.lege.net ), verifying 

and validating each one organization as consistent to the constitution of citisens state 

Kingdom of Sweden and to its indigenous peoples rights, - tasks main Swedish authorities 

REGERINGSKANSLIET, DOMSTOLSVERKET, SKATTEVERKET, 

STRÅLSÄKERHETSMYNDIGHETEN, RIKSBANKEN etc have failed to do. 

Resistance within Roman law has reached progress of charging the treasurer of Vatican bank 

Cardinal George Pell for pedophilia and now the 6000 bribed under threat of assassination 

world leaders are left without their monthly payments, which could bring the fall of Satanic 

New World Order, or it is just enforcing transition to blockchain chains and eliminating the 

resistance to it within their black Jesuit military order   

https://benjaminfulford.net/2019/03/04/vatican-bribery-accounts-for-6000-so-called-world-

leaders-have-been-shut-down/  

Simple remedy is to stop ignoring indigenous jurisdiction and convert into the 

enforced money the WIR (World Indiogenous Rune) oxa amounts needed for people 

to organize indigenous courts and rune banks, under the rule of Indigenous World 

Order of Godland diarchs Ditta and Leif of Godland.  

 

2. As the Roman international drug-pedofilia-slavery-warcrimes syndicate 

https://edition.cnn.com/2019/02/26/australia/cardinal-george-pell-child-abuse-

investigation-intl/index.html  has merged with the local governments, religions, banks, 

courts and police, people are left totally trapped.  

As this organized crime syndicate has been terrorizing people into artificially induced 

poverty, only people who work for organized crime cartel have economical resources to 

raise family and the children of from criminal Bilderberger syndicate independent citisens 

are being stolen by the Juvenile Injustice human child trafficking mafias and numerous 

crimes are committed upon them by the organized pedophile mafia on government levels 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4aeGRMso1zw  

Who will take back control of foster care companies into control of real and true National 

state authorities  - indigenous courts will. 

Simple remedy is to stop ignoring indigenous jurisdiction and convert into the 

enforced money the WIR (World Indiogenous Rune) oxa amounts needed for people 

http://www.mss.lege.net/
https://benjaminfulford.net/2019/03/04/vatican-bribery-accounts-for-6000-so-called-world-leaders-have-been-shut-down/
https://benjaminfulford.net/2019/03/04/vatican-bribery-accounts-for-6000-so-called-world-leaders-have-been-shut-down/
https://edition.cnn.com/2019/02/26/australia/cardinal-george-pell-child-abuse-investigation-intl/index.html
https://edition.cnn.com/2019/02/26/australia/cardinal-george-pell-child-abuse-investigation-intl/index.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4aeGRMso1zw
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to organize indigenous societies with indigenous courts and rune banks, under the 

rule of Indigenous World Order of Godland diarchs Ditta and Leif of Godland.  

 

3. Digitalization of reality has completed overall chipization of humans with IDs and VISA 

cards that was imposed in a totalitarian manner and is controlled by non-human Ar-

tificial Intelligence that is in unverified and invalidated hands of irresponsible narcissistic 

Bilderberger maniacs that are completing murder of 90 % of humans and animals. 

Who will take back control over weaponized  AI, IBM, and banking companies etc into 

control of real and true National state authorities  - indigenous courts will. 

Simple remedy is to stop ignoring indigenous jurisdiction and convert into the 

enforced money the WIR (World Indiogenous Rune) oxa amounts needed for people 

to organize indigenous societies with indigenous courts and rune banks, under the 

rule of Indigenous World Order of Godland diarchs Ditta and Leif of Godland 

 

4. Bilderberger transhumanism agenda Human 2.0 means exposing clue less humans to Bio-

chemical Attack Weapons that are active in a wide spectrum of areas – geoingeneering, ter-

raforming, plasma and ionization of atmosphere, planetary geophysical operations,  pharma 

chemical and nano weapons synthetic biology, big pharma addictive medications,  poison-

ous vaccines, foods, drinks, water supplies etc.  Under pretense of HPV vaccinations, most 

of the children are being sterilized and chipped in schools, and other vaccines cause brain 

damage and chronical diseases. See earlier HPV vaccine study with vast effects   

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/29889622  that does not study the damaged health 

of post HPV babies, HPV weaponisation has been raised later . 

Who will take back control of pharma and vaccination companies into control of real and 

true National state authorities  - indigenous courts will. 

Simple remedy is to stop ignoring indigenous jurisdiction and convert into the 

enforced money the WIR (World Indiogenous Rune) oxa amounts needed for people 

to organize indigenous societies with indigenous courts and rune banks, under the 

rule of Indigenous World Order of Godland diarchs Ditta and Leif of Godland 

 

5. Dual use technologies have been established globally, under pretense of telecommunication 

modernization, electromagnetic microwave weapons have been rolled out into civil society, 

that is an ongoing attack 24/7, being  neurologically surveilled  and sterilized and low-

cooked through their 4G, 4,5 G, coming deadly 5G (to wipe away cell mitochondria to re-

motely alter DNA of survivors) military technologies, use (in IT modem DECT function for 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/29889622
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wireless phones and speakers (is active without Your notice, irradiates 10x more than WIFI), 

earbuds, WIFI, Bluetooth, mobile data, Led lights that are ignited by LIFI, Lidar laser radars 

etc). The masts are wired with enormous cables to deliver much higher weaponized emis-

sions at request of Bilderberger mafias.  

Who will take back the telecom companies into control of real and true National state 

authorities  - indigenous courts will. 

Simple remedy is to stop ignoring indigenous jurisdiction and convert into the 

enforced money the WIR (World Indiogenous Rune) oxa amounts needed for people 

to organize indigenous societies with indigenous courts and rune banks, under the 

rule of Indigenous World Order of Godland diarchs Ditta and Leif of Godland 

 

6. All telecommunication and LIFI and WIFI systems are part of huge ionospheric antenna 

fields of HAARP weather weapons, such as LOIS and EISCAT in Sweden, that create global 

warming attacks on harvest and alive beings and fake wildfires, storms like Gudrun and Per, 

hurricanes and earthquakes. Direct Energy Warfare (DEW) in form of lasers are used to 

burn towns and villages melting metal and concrete due to their enormous temperatures 

(see California weaponized wildfires 2017 and 2018 , as well as Greece, Sweden ect 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ja9o3tt9C18    

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fAHSMS7zp5Q ) 

Who will take back control of HAARP and other geoengineering and electromagnetic 

warfare inducing  companies into control of real and true National state authorities  - 

indigenous courts will. 

Simple remedy is to stop ignoring indigenous jurisdiction and convert into the 

enforced money the WIR (World Indiogenous Rune) oxa amounts needed for people 

to organize indigenous societies with indigenous courts and rune banks, under the 

rule of Indigenous World Order of Godland diarchs Ditta and Leif of Godland 

 

7. Humans are being by conditioning forced away from the landscape into giant death camps 

called Resilient Cities of Agenda 21 and 2030, that are enforcing  Rothschilds and Rockefel-

lers, Soros and other black nobilities, Bilderberger and jezuit Satanist plans as local commu-

nities were overtaken by jezuit banking systems and occupying religion war-sects 

https://youtu.be/dYkdGbLvbMg  

Who will take back control of agricultural farming, forestry and fishery corporate business 

companies into control of real and true National state authorities  - indigenous courts will. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ja9o3tt9C18
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fAHSMS7zp5Q
https://youtu.be/dYkdGbLvbMg
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Simple remedy is to stop ignoring indigenous jurisdiction and convert into the 

enforced money the WIR (World Indiogenous Rune) oxa amounts needed for people 

to organize indigenous societies with indigenous courts and rune banks, under the 

rule of Indigenous World Order of Godland diarchs Ditta and Leif of Godland 

 

8. As we are being beslaved and killed, we have the right to protect ourselves. We have been 

forced into a Machiavellian digital death camp and we are held without access to any basic 

resources of our predecessors – ecological lands, air, water, food, housing, ethnically and 

culturally genetically safe communities and we are being forced to become extinct. 

For example Germanic indigenous people are not even acknowledged as Swedens 

indigenous people. Their rights are non existent as they themselves have been mind 

controlled to forget who their predecessors were - not Abraham and Moses building New 

Jerusalem in Sweden, neither Muhammed. Germanic people in Sweden have been forbidden 

to rebuild their temples for their indigenous gods, have had no courts and no banks that 

they could manage themselves. Germanics and other European peoples have been murdered 

in at least 500 million if both World Wars and other losses are counted for the last century 

but through all christianisation millennia the numbers are many milliards. 

We, The Wholy Indigenous Protectors – Ditta and Leif of Godland, establish now 

reparations of all ethnical groups and restauration of their property rights on their 

lands and allow substantial Birth Right Restauration oxa gifts to be created by 

themselves to restore their families, kins and peoples lovingly and peacefully. 

9. The by Bilderberger 3rd World War enforced emigration from their indigenous lands and be-

coming occupying forces of migrants into indigenous lands of other indigenous peoples is a 

well financed and lawfully established  war plan to mix the races and ethnical groups into 

confused uncivilized slave group that is easily controlled and has limited rights to so called 

Human Rights that exclude their citizen rights due to their National constitution and Indig-

enous Rights due to the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples 

(https://www.un.org/development/desa/indigenouspeoples/wp-

content/uploads/sites/19/2018/11/UNDRIP_E_web.pdf ) and the Rights of Godlanders as 

stated below .   

We, The Wholy Indigenous Protectors – Ditta and Leif of Godland, establish now 

reparations of all ethnical groups and restauration of their property rights on their 

indigenous lands and allow substantial Birth Right Restauration oxa gifts to be 

created by themselves to restore their families, kins and peoples lovingly and 

peacefully. 

 

https://www.un.org/development/desa/indigenouspeoples/wp-content/uploads/sites/19/2018/11/UNDRIP_E_web.pdf
https://www.un.org/development/desa/indigenouspeoples/wp-content/uploads/sites/19/2018/11/UNDRIP_E_web.pdf
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The Rights of Godlanders to National and Indigenous protection 

The Wholy Indigenous Protectors Ditta and Leif of Godland have provided to all the milliards of 

people of the Earth - Godlander rights - to share the wealth of the Earth and the duty to protect it 

together. The Rights of Godlanders consist of rights due to National local constitution and 

Indigenous rights as well as protection by indigenous rulers in accordance to the statutes of 

Godland.   

These rights are ignored by Devils corporate fascist occupying forces that through private patents 

and copyrights have stolen distribution and control technologies of common wealth and by fraud of 

enforced unverified and invalidated chosen authority have overtaken the resource management 

mechanisms of wealth and safety of all living systems. Main mechanisms are recognized in the 14 

rays of Baltic Sun Model that is base for the Rights of Godlanders: 

1. Self-governed biological identity structures as wealth creators 

2. Rules by verified and validated world´s, national and indigenous rulers 

3. Independent national and indigenous banks with rune systems for safe wealth distribution 

4. Ecological environment safety structures 

5. Unions of national and indigenous military  

6. Transparent balancing of all resources, open source technology and loving mind control  

7. Health safety systems birth right for humans, fauna and flora 

8. Food chain structures for humans, fauna and flora, with lands, waters and air 

9. Industry, private and public housing management 

10. Reliable energy structures 

11. True knowledge structures  

12. Reliable communication networks  

13. Stable control of all power centers and the destructive by the loving, wise and loyal. 

14. Access to all the powers of the Loving rulers, societies, networks, neighbors, families 

All the rights of Godlanders in these 14 areas have to be reestablished now. Each one of the humans 

has the right to all 14 mechanisms but has even to stand up to take back them from the insane 

corporate Satanists who during the past century did win the 1st and the 2nd World Wars and 

established BIS.org and UNIDROIT.org through which since 90s this 3rd World War is being 

managed.  
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Jurisdiction of World Indigenous Order of Godland. 

Truth – birthright – kings.  If You stand up and proceed with establishment of Godlander rights that 

are established through authority of verified and validated indigenous kings – called konns. Konns 

establish local indigenous rune money and local indigenous courts, with restored Indigenous 

jurisdiction of Godland that is prior to all other active jurisdictions – as enforced without choice 

roman, jewish, sharia, Chinese etc. 

 

 

Nuclear extinction threat 

If humans become extinct due to the ongoing covert depopulation war, there will be no humans to 

take care of the several milliard tons of nuclear waste and all living systems of the Earth are doomed 

then as the half-life of uranium 238 is 4.5 milliard years. https://phys.org/news/2019-01-storage-

nuclear-global-crisis.html  

That’s why black nobility is investing in AI robot armies of drones. Elon Mask has exposed that 

singularity (robot overcapacity over human) was reached already 2016 and he was certain that 

humans won´t be able to control AI. This is our chance – to try.  

The Courts of Indigenous World Order of Godland. 

The main 50 corporations have been named by Chris Busby in the proceedings of the Indigenous 

World Order Courts of Godland and these are among the millions of by black nobility overtaken 

corporations of the world  that are getting Indigenous Decentralised   

https://youtu.be/8pRaB1w3TY0  

as the Trillion WIR was delivered to Björn von Sydow  for Indigenous Decentralisation and return 

to kin to corporate military industrial comlex forces of NATO and armies of China and Russia 

See more on Indigenous World Order Courts of Godland Youtube channel  

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCJ9vAvuHfadhixwjbx61Mgg  

The Roman Curia and the Vatican are closed, Roman, Zionist, Jesuit, Chinese, Japanese, 

Vietnamese, etc mafias are liberated to use jurisdiction of Godland and receive all rights of 

Godlanders if they step down fr Agenda 21 hidden cinister contracts 

The Roman Curia and the Vatican are closed, Roman, Zionist, Jesuit, Chinese, Japanese, 

Vietnamese, etc mafias are liberated from their dark activities and goals if they step down fr Agenda 

21 hidden cinister contracts that are activated through Resilient Cities and Sustainable Cities 

projects. 

https://phys.org/news/2019-01-storage-nuclear-global-crisis.html
https://phys.org/news/2019-01-storage-nuclear-global-crisis.html
https://youtu.be/8pRaB1w3TY0
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCJ9vAvuHfadhixwjbx61Mgg
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All governments are by Indigenous Decentralisation process of Godland restored to serve their 

Nations, achieved through establishment of real oxa rune money (WIR, World indigenous Runes) 

that is created and registered by indigenous societies, as well as by re-establishment of indigenous 

courts https://loveorder.wordpress.com/bsicourt/  

All indigenous people are restored to govern their lands and to proclaim the kings/konns of their 

nations in accordance with statutes of Indigenous World Order Court of Godland, Indigenous 

World Order Bank of Godland and the Rights of Godlanders. 

Any people and even mafias shall start using the rights of Godlanders to manage cooperation to 

acquire basic resources for their basic family protection to be able to leave criminal war waging 

networks and armies and start new lives protected by indigenous rulers of Godland. First they 

would have to find or be themselves the loving, wise and reliable indigenous humans who would 

apply for status of rulers of Godland in their local areas and give a video filmed public oath to work 

full heartedly to establish Rights of Godlanders, mentioned above, for their peoples.   

 

Indigenous Oxa base –legitimate money base of human civilisation 

Oxa is the kind of indigenous money created by indigenous human and accounted in indigenous 

local society and converted at local community council, by the local elects representing local citizen 

power, into any store and service currency.  There is a wide range of oxa benefits insurance, as well 

as basic monthly  income and hourly professional oxa, as well as oxa for investment and 

compensations etc. 

Through IWOB of Godland everyone gets at last the long awaited CoNceptual 
choice of path 
 
Diarchs of Godland work in Indigenous World Order Court of Godland re-establishing 
Divine order of Natural and Common Law to give everyone grounded CoNceptual choice 
that was hidden after Napoleons French freemason wars that established Maritime Law 
Era that has to end now.  
Each administrator is brought to take personal responsibilities for their deeds and have to 
make a grounded CoNceptual choice as everyone is given the alternative to quit work for 
the occupying forces of Racist Rothchilds Roman Reich CoRporations and the sins may be 
forgiven but not forgotten, everyone can  receive monthly oxa salary from Indigenous 
World Order Bank of Godland,  

1. and professional oxa for highly Competent work that re-establishes the structures 
of real states and to local People loyal governments that have their own real 
money that is managed by real alive and visible rulers who don’t work for foreign 
forces enforcing foreign war agendas, but are controlled by local people – the 
Energisers, whose rights and needs of security, safety and future planned kin 
fertility and family security is a professional’s goal and oath and is checked with 
the Impact Index, or 

https://loveorder.wordpress.com/bsicourt/
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2. and education oxa for re-programming education to work less and more lovingly 
and peacefully and be re-established professionally in CoNporations managed by 
Indigenous Chiefs of every local area, or  

3. and rehab oxa for deep rehabilitation in case of severe biorobotisation cases of 
total indoctrination into slavedriving, terrorizing and fooling people routines and 
activities, that have been enforced on them for decades by facist CoRporations , 

4. or to receive pension oxa as a professionally functionally limited Energiser 
receiving pension of Godland with gratitude for understanding of the severe 
conditions and the total necessity for RRRR CoRporations to Stand Down as they 
are endless war structures, 

5. or to receive Indigenous Court penalties that includes the whole spectrum of 
Indigenous traditional penalties, including death penalty in severe cases of 
beyond help un-reprogrammable murder obsessions that cannot be prevented 
securely by incarceration or other human option of preservation of the Energiser 
(notice that in this order each Energiser has CoNporation Indigenous World 
Order Bank of  Godland stock value of 140 Trillion WIR (World Indigenous 
Runes) and CoNporation will do all in its powers to preserve each Energiser’s life.  

 
More on www.BSRRW.org and  www.LoveOrder.INFO   
 
 
Indigenous World Order Bank of  Godland replaces the feudal enslaving 
structures empowering Energisers 
 
The new CoNporation Indigenous World Order Bank of  Godland is the core 
CoNtrameasure that replaces the feudal beslaving structures with structures of 
free and self-powerful people who are free to organize themselves as everybody 
can now co-create monthly income combined of basic income and accountable 
work getting economy going to heal local and global societies. The pyramidal 
monetary system is carefully abandoned and replaced by sound and equal self-
created and indigenous-managed oxa money.  This is the restart of human society 
where Diarchs of Godland put their trust in human nature that is not lazy and 
self-destructive but manages to thrive through self-organisation – as only the 
wise, loving, experienced and reliable are allowed to have impact on the society. 
 
Her Highness Ditta of Godland has supported the creation and implementation of 
oxa (money that is not debt)- the only God-given legitimate means of exchange of 
goods and services on Earth that stops all war and suffering. The value of oxa is all 
the value of Earths energy, goods and services that are shared equally for the 
Energisers – humans - other beings under the management of the wise and loving 
indigenous peoples chiefs who know and establish the rights of Godlanders. 
 
 
Each of the worlds 7 billion people  is hereby called Energiser and provides the 
bond of the Indigenous World Order Bank of Godland with amount  of One 
hundred and forty Trillion of World Indigenous Runes of oxa, each 
 
and every, or any Part or Proportion thereof, may be assignable or transferable, assigned 

http://www.bsrrw.org/
http://www.loveorder.info/
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or transferred, to such Person or Persons only as shall freely and voluntarily accept of the 
same, and not otherwise; and to inCoNporate all and every such Energisers and 
Contributors, their … Successors, or Assigns, to be one umbrella Body CoNporate and 
Politick, by the name of The Governor and CoNpany of the Indigenous World Order 
Bank of Godland, and by the same Name of The Governor and CoNpany of the 
Indigenous World Order Bank of Godland to have perpetual Succession, and a Common 
Seal, and that they and their Successors, by the Name aforesaid, shall be able and capable 
in Rule to have, purchase, receive, possess, enjoy, and retain to them and their 
Successors, Lands, Rents, Tenements and Hereditaments, of what Kind, Nature, or 
Quality whatsoever; and also to sell, grant, demise, alienise, or dispose of the same; and 
by the same Name to sue and implead, and be sued and impleaded, answer and be 
answered in Courts of Record, or any other Place whatsover, and to do and execute all 
and singular other Matters and Things by the Name aforesaid, that to them shall or may 
appertain to do; subject nevertheless to the Proviso and Condition of Redemption herein 
after mentioned.    
 
 
Rules for Redemption and Compensation 
 
Their Highnesses appoint Rules for Redemption and Compensation and make the 
Energisers the value base of the the CoNporation and its oxa, as well as regain respect as a 
living subject with Rights, and in need of healing and security 
 
1. And … that it shall and may be Ruled by their Highnesses, by Letters Patents under the 
Great Seal of Indigenous World Order of Godland, to limit, direct, and appoint how and 
in what Manner and Proportions and under what Rules and Directions,  
 
2. the said Sum of One trillion World Indigenous Runes of oxa to each Indigenous 
Nation´s million alive for compensation of genocide and democide , Part of the said by 
the Indigenous World Order Bank of Godland distributed Global Sum of One quadrillion 
World Indigenous Runes of oxa,  
 
3. and to support co-creation of the said yearly Sum of monthly oxa at at least Twelve 
thousand World Indigenous Runes of oxa to each grown up Energiser, Nine thousand 
World Indigenous Runes of oxa to Energiser pupil, and Six thousand World Indigenous 
Runes of oxa to each pre-school Energiser. 
 
4. To support oxa for the co-creation of large oxa investments necessary for big 
environmental and economical reparations and council and government restorations of 
independent Nations, that have been dismantled by private CoRporation syndicates of 
Racist Rothchild Roman Reich. 
 
4.5 To support oxa for the co-creation of oxa investments for establishment of 
Godlanders’ rights in all 14 parameters of Baltic Sun Model. 
 
 
Rescuing people from CoRporations of CNWS death cult  
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And to the Intent that their Highnesses’ Subjects may not be oppressed by the CNWS 
Criminal Nuclear War System CoRporations that have no right to hold Energisers trapped 
within Demonic Death Cage Matrix of Depopulation: In the case such CoRporations may 
be refusing Indigenous Decentralisation, by their monopolizing or ingrossing of any Sort 
of Goods, Wares, or Merchandizes, the said Indigenous World Order Bank of Godland  
CoNporation to be made and created by this Act shall not at any Time, during the 
CoNtinuance thereof, deal or trade, or permit oxa shares to any Person or Persons 
whatsoever, either in Trust or for the Benefit of the same, to deal or trade with any of the 
Indigenous World Order Bank of Godland Stock Moneys, or Effects of, or any Ways 
belonging to the Indigenous World Order Bank of Godland CoNporation, in the buying 
or selling of any Indigenous World Order Bank of Godland  supported Goods, Wares, or 
Merchandizes whatsoever; and every Person or Persons who shall so deal or trade, or by 
whose Order or Directions such Dealings or Trading shall be made, prosecuted or 
managed, shall forfeit for every such Dealing or Trading, and every such Order and 
Directions, treble the Value of the Goods and Merchandize so traded for, to such Person 
or Persons who shall sue for the same by Action 
[in the Local or the High Indigenous Court ]. 
 
Indigenous World Order Bank of Godland methods 
 
Indigenous World Order Bank of Godland shall distribute Oxa investments evenly to 
societies of any race, ethnogenetical type or culture, though on the conditions of 
restoring the traditional areas of Indigenous cultures and therefore using just preferences 
in each area to decentralize occupying forces of the nuclear war economy era into 
peaceful towns, eco-villages and farms of era of Godland. 
 
The feudal New Wold Order melts without suffering by use of Oxa, that is created by 
each indigenous Energiser as a monthly income for one self or ones dear, registering 
monthly oxa, that looses its original value ¼ each month, is registered with local 
Indigenous society and converted at local council’s  parliament, that reports the oxa 
exchange to Indigenous World Order Bank of Godland on quarterly bases. 
 
Provided that nothing herein contained shall any Ways be construed to hinder the said 
Indigenous World Order Bank of Godland CoNporation from dealing in Bills of 
Exchange, or in buying or selling any Goods, Wares or Merchandize and Services  
whatsoever, with exception of any trade that may resemble any kind of human trafficking 
or cause any genocide.   
 
Indigenous World Order Bank of Godland supports the transactions with  Baltic 
sea Indigenous Runes (BIR) and World Indigenous Runes (WIR) that are base of 
any currency 
 
Any oxa co-issuing union has to be registered with Indigenous World  Order Bank of 
Godland . The original oxa units - Baltic Indigenous Runes (BIR )- have been emitted by 
Ditta of Godland and first accounted in the books of Baltic Indigenous Bank of Godland 
by konna of Indigenous Peoples of Baltic Sea and the world, as it has been practiced in 
Europe ( UK, Swiss, Austria etc) for thousands of years using Tally Sticks. For global 
community investments a quadrillion BIR has been emitted, but You have to create Your 
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local oxa union for basic rationing with Your own WIR first.  
 
1 BIR/WIR = 1 Euro. BIR = Baltic sea Indigenous Runes. WIR = World Indigenous 
Runes.  
 
The commodity of BIR/WIR is the fertile seed and the vital energy of indigenous 
peoples and their highly valuable spiritual power, the rights of Indigenous Peoples to rule 
their lands re-establishing  the Era of Fertility and Love, that for thousands of Years 
healed all areas of Mother Earth.  
 
All indigenous peoples receive compensations to them personally and their families, kins, 
tribes and communities for 999 years of genocide and democide.  
 
Oxa for right to Indigenous Decentralisation of deadly CoRporations  
 
Anonymous debt money grid, issued by few organized feudal CoRporate war mafias 
with hidden owners of Federal Reserve Bank in US and all central banks of Bank of 
International Settlements in Switzerland, has to be carefully sourced out through a 
loving and friendly process of CoNporatisation of these CoRporate conglomerates into 
to indigenous people reliable units.  
 
All the 9 countries of Baltic sea region, and 134 more countries, 13-9-(1)2007 ratified the 
Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples where Article 20. p. 1. states B  
 
Indigenous peoples have the right to maintain and develop their political, economic and 
social systems or institutions, to be secure in the enjoyment of their own means of 
subsistence and development, and to engage freely in all their traditional and other 
economic activities.  
 
Diarchs of Godland, BSIC etc  have criminalised mega fraud of enslavement 
through 3 crowns and UPIK.de and DNB.com corpses 
 
Diarchs of Godland have criminalised and nullified all lawful grounds for the 
genocidal spider net of CoRporate religious, banking, military, pretence governmental 
and other fraudful units registered in private mega fraud of enslavement through 
UPIK.de and DNB.com.  
 
Generally BIR/WIR oxa is basic to get out of the digital and automated systems 
that have got out of the control of indigenous management as they have been stolen 
from the states by private stock exchange syndicates and are managed now by military-
bankster mafias to leave the people resource less and massacred.  
 
Any digital money has to be attached to local Oxa to be legitimate and safe.  
 
Oxa Godland-income to escape the genocidal grid  
 
Anybody, even people involved in the genocidal systems – either as a victim or a 
perpetrator, can claim protection of Godland and receive Godland-income to escape 
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the genocidal grid of the CoRporate labor market. You have to make a CoNmitment in a 
form of loyalty CoNtract to Indigenous people of the region where You live and demand 
Your government to get Your tax payments to be sent to indigenous Godland of 
Your state. 
 
 
And we, Ditta and Leif of Godland do hereby for Us, our Heirs and Successors, and All  
the seven billion Energisers of the World do declare, limit, direct and appoint, that the 
aforesaid Sum of  
 
One quadrillion World Indigenous Runes of oxa  
  
so subscribed as aforesaid, shall be, and be called, accepted, esteemed, reputed and taken. 
 
The seven billion human  Energiser energized pool of One quadrillion 
(1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 (1024) WIR (World Indigenous Runes) oxa of the 
CoNporation Indigenous World Order of Godland  was CoNstituted. 
 
In Witness whereof, we have caused these our Letters to be made Godland-Patents – 
registered as a shared-gift for common good. Witness our selves  at Jordbro, the eleventh 
day of June, in the first Year of our Reign - 12017. 
 
Allt the Love of the Gods is with Us as Our Love is with the Gods. 
 
 

The Order to PTS to  Verify and Validate all governmental and 

banking  partner and mother organisations and signers of 

agreements immediately 
 
To save the next generations from the fraudulent activities of the global military industrial 

complex, that is waging mass murder activities on the whole humanity and all life on Earth, 

You shall immediately send all the constituting documents of all with  You contracting 

banking and governmental corporation companies and the peoples names who are 

influential stake holders  involved in their ownership and highest management as well as 

the validating documentation of all the signatures of all documents to the Indigenous 

World Order Court of Godland by email bsi.court@gmail.com or to the local office at address:  

Östersjö Urfolks Tinget  
c/o Rietuma, Södra Jordbrovägen 25, 13765  Jordbro. 
 
Inga beslut och maktutövanden utan verifierat och validerat kapabel statsöverhuvud (som 

har gällande  avtal med Sveriges urfolks ledare) ska genomföras då dessa är icke lagliga eller 

legitima och skapar massmord av urinvånare och medborgare. Det olagliga skall 

mailto:bsi.court@gmail.com
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omorganiseras till strukturer av kärlekordningen Världens Urfolks Ordning Gudaland, på 

Engelska - Indigenous World Order of Godland.  

Ni ska snarast skicka alla validerings och verifiering dokument av hela kedjan av 

maktutövarna – validerade PTS representanter ska påvisa avtal med validerade företrädare 

för Regeringskansliet som ska ha avtal med staten Konungariket Sverige företrädare, som 

ska uppvisa signerade avtal med representanter av Europa Parlamenter och Europa 

Kommissionen som påtvingar 5G utbyggnaden. Alla dessa bolag ska ha avtal med urfolks 

föreningar eller deras ledare ö försvarare. Alla bolags ö föreningarna konstituerande ö 

uppdaterade stadgan ska påvisas för legitimering av verksamheterna ö ska skicaks  till 

Östersjö Urfolks Tinget, c/o Rietuma, Södra Jordbrovägen 25, 13765  Jordbro. 

Urfolks ordningens stadgande dokument ö verifierings och validerings dokument av 
urfolks konnar ö föreningarna m m finnes på www.MSS.lege.net  och www.LoveOrder.INFO  

We embrace You with the Gifts of our Gods of Love, Peace and Welfare, and await cooperation 

 

 

 

Ditta Rietuma     Leif Erlingsson 

 

Worlds Konna of Godland      Worlds Konn of Godland  
  
Highest judge BSIC/IWOCG    Highest judge BSIC/IWOCG  
www.LoveOrder.INFO   www.LoveOrder.INFO  
   
President of Latvian Republic   Monarch of Monarchy State Sweden 
www.LatvijasRepublika.INFO       www.MSS.lege.net 
 
T     +46-703-999 069    T     +038-120 350 
E     bsi.court@gmail.com   E     bsi.court@lege.net  
 
 

            Jordbro, 8 Mars (1)2019.  
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